Here ^ is a fixed primitive p-th root of unity, a?: Z* -^ Z* is the Teichmuller character (i.e. for each aEZ; ^ is the^unique P -1 -st root of unity such that (^(a)=a (mod p)) and the Gauss sum r(j3) is defined by P-Î -(j3) = Z ^(a)y. a= 1 Let © be the ring of integers of Cp and u a topological generator of the Zp-module (1+pZ^)
x ; then the interpolation theorem may be stated as follows.
THEOREM A.-(i) Let /EQ^ and aGZ/(p-l).Z. Then there exists a unique continuous function C^-.Z --> C such that for each j3G Z/(p-\)Z p

C^W=(-1)^((1+T)^/^(T)|ŵ
henever k > 0 and k E j3.
(ii) // /E©[[T]] then f^Q [[T]] /o^ ^cA /? and there is a unique power series G}°° (X) E © [[X]] such that
for all s G Zp .
The existence of the power series G}^ in (ii) is equivalent to the assertion that C} 00 is an Iwasawa function (see Serre [14] ), or that it is p-adic Mellin transform of a Mazur measure (see Lang [8, Chapter 4] or Mazur and Swinnerton-Dyer [12] ).
We now explain the generalisation of Theorem A to which this article is devoted. Let ^ be a (commutative) one dimensional formal group over the ring of integers © of a finite extension F of Q vp P p'
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Let Kp be another finite extension of Q , of degree h and ramification index e, let ©^ be the rin^ of integers of K ,TT a uniformising parameter for Kp , and q (a power of p) the cardinality of the residue class field k^ . We suppose that ^ is isomorphic over © to the basic Lubin-Tate group ^o associated to the polynomial TTT + T 7 , so that in particular the height of ^ is h. Let r]o be a fixed non-trivial element of ker [pr] , the Tr-division points of ^, and write X for the logarithm of ^ . The Teichmuller character o;:®^-> ©^ is defined by taking (^(a) to be the unique q -1 -st root of unity in Kp which satisfies a?(a)=a(mod7r). Also, for each residue class j8eZ/(^-l)Z we denote by r(j3) the Gauss sum to be defined in § 
(Locally analytic means that C} 00 can be expanded in a Taylor series about every 5'o^Z ).
If ^ is the multiplicative group G^ (so that /z = 1), it is easy to see that Theorem B reduces to a weaker form of Theorem A (iii); more generally, if §< is an arbitrary formal group of height 1 the results of Lubin [11] imply that 9 is isomorphic to G^ and so it is possible to deduce a much stronger form of Theorem B from Theorem A ; thus we shall only regard Theorem B as being of interest when the height of S' is > 2. After some preliminaries in § 1, we define in § 2 a subring BQ of Cp [[T] ] which is the analogue of QQ and prove the existence of a continuous function interpolating the right hand side of (4). In § 3 we describe a condition on the /G Bo which ensures that C^ is locally analytic while in § 4 we show that this condition is satisfied if f^=.
A weaker form of Theorem B in the case when the height of g? is 2 has been proved by Katz [6] , [7] and also by Rubin [13] , but our argument is more in the line of Lichtenbaum's proof of Theorem A, and in fact there is more than a germ of these ideas in Kummer's note [4] .
In a subsequent paper we shall show how these results can be used to construct p-adic L-functions attached to elliptic curves with complex multiplication, even if p is inert or ramified in the field of complex multiplication. It would be interesting to find applications of our results to other situations. For example the power series studied by Coleman [2] and to generalise Theorem B to other kinds of formal groups.
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Preliminaries.
Let p be an odd prime. The symbols Z, Z Q, Q have their usual meaning and we write Z^ for the non-negative integers. Let Cp denote the completion of the algebraic closure of Qp, 6 its ring of integers and m its maximal ideal. We denote by v : C^ -> Q the p-adic valuation normalised so that v(p) = 1. [8, Chapter 8] ). This implies that the absolute endomorphism ring of ^ is isomorphic to © ^ , and we may suppose that all the elements of End ( §0 are defined over F , and that Kp C Fp . Let X(T) be the logarithm of ^ , i. 
It is well-known that Y (T) E 1 + T € [[T]] and in fact that
(see Lang [8, Chapter 7] ). We denote by ker [71"] the group of order q which is the kernel of multiplication by TT in the group law of Si , and fix a non-trivial element r^Q of ker [pr] , so that ker is an isomorphism of Zp -modules. From this we deduce the following facts which are vital to the following discussion.
FACT 1: 96 is a free Zp-module of rang h.
FACT 2:
For each non-zero element 77 of ker [pr] there exists t^. 9e such that t(r^) is a primitive p-th root of unity.
In our case, if t E ge then also r o [a] E gg whenever a C ©^ , and so a^ acquires the structure of an ©^ -module, which must necessarily be free of rank one: we fix a generator ^ and writê for ^i ° [a]. Define a constant ftp by r,(T)= 1 +ftpaT+0(T 2 ).
We denote by Diff (^) the ©-algebra of all ^
-invariant differential operators taking 0 [[T]] into itself (recall that invariant means that (Df) (T + ^w) = D(/(T + ^w)) for all DEDiff(^), /e©[[T]] and wEm). It is known that Diff@?)
is the free ©-module on the operators D^ , n E Z^ defined by the "Taylor expansion"
M=0
We now recall some properties of 96 and Diff(^) (cf. [6] , [7] ).
LEMMA 1. -(i) Each rE 96 is a simultaneous eigenfunction for all the D E Diff (^); in fact (Dt) (T) = Dt(0) t (T).
(ii) We have the expansion
for all w E m . Putting T = 0 we obtain (Dr) (w) = (DO (0) t (w) and since w is arbitrary the assertion follows.
(ii) This is the special case X = 0 , Y = T of (8).
by the "usual" Taylor expansion, we find that D^f = / and
using the chain rule together with (5).
(iv) This is obvious from the definition of 3€ ; note that the last expression is well-defined since ^(T) -1 has no constant term.
Our next task is to define the Gauss sum r(|3) appearing in Theorem B. and (i) follows.
(ii) we have
(on writing u = -x^) 
An interpolation theorem.
In this section we define a ring of power series BQ C We first introduce a notational convention which will be in constant use throughtout this and the next section : if JcEC^resp.K^ , resp. Z^ etc.) then we denote the z-th component of x by x.. Conversely, if a system of h elements of Cp (resp. K , resp. Z+ etc.) has been denoted by a letter with suffices i = 1,2,. . . , h then the same letter (without a suffix) is used for the corresponding element of C^ (resp. K^ , resp. Z\ etc.). If n G Z^ we write n! for n rif!. If X^, X^,. . . , X^ are indeterminates, the monomial j= i X^ X^2 . . . X^ is abbreviated to X" ; however the letter T will always stand for a single indeterminate.
Let x E ^ be a basis for ® ^ 
Let j3GZ/07 -1)Z. One would like to define the ©-linear operator A<^ : Bo--> Cp[[T]] by (A<^/)(T) =/(T)--^S /(T)+ ,^](r?o))
if ^=0, Q u
= T?) S'/(T)+,[M](T^o))G;-^(M) if ^^0.
M
However at first sight it is not clear whether this is well-defined owing to the possible presence of denominators in the coefficients of /. The fact that it is follows from LEMMA 4.
-Let r] E ker [TT] and /E BQ. Then /(T + ^) is a well-defined element of BQ, whence A^ is a well-defined operator taking values in BQ .
Proof. (9) and so we would like to define /(T + y,rf) by the right hand side of (9) . To do this we need to check that this is independent of the choice of F. One way to do this is as follows; -it suffices to consider the case f=0: now F G Q^ implies that F converges at all z E C The following lemma shows that any /E B^ can be decomposed as a sum of functions on which the A^'s act especially simply. 
then (i) (A<^ F,) (T) == <^(a) F,(T) if a ^ 0 (mod TT)
=0 z/ a = 0 (mod TT) .
v,. (ii) We have /(T) = -p (T).
• amodTr 
by Lemma 3. The case j3 = 0 of(i) as well as parts (ii) and (iii) require similar calculations and will be omitted.
We shall now state and prove the main result of this section. 
= -'-^ (T) S' /, ([M] (T?,,)) ^-^ (M)
U T(P) =-^-^(T)T,(-^)
=^(a)r,(T)(-l)b y Lemma 3. The other cases are similar. Now (DI ^) (0) = ftp fl by (7) and Lemma 1 (ii). Hence
Define 
In view of this, and the fact that v(c^) -> oo, the theorem will be proved if we can show that
whenever n G Z^. Let A:EZ^. satisfy fcEa, and ev(n\)<k, where e is the ramification degree of K over Q ; then
(so that this congruence also holds modulo n !) and
Since the set of integers k described above is dense in Z , the theorem follows from the following lemma (cf. [3 § 3.5]):
LEMMA 7. -For all k G Z^ we have the congruence
Pwo/ -If k < S 72, then 6^) = 0 and the assertion is trivial. On the other hand
where n^ is obtained from 72 by replacing n, by 72, -1 . Hence if 5^ (7z) ==0 (mod 72 !) and 6^ (^(
as required.
An analyticity theorem
The function C}^ introduced in the previous section does not appear to have any analyticity properties for an arbitrary /E B ; however we can prove that C} 00 is locally analytic if the coefficients c^ in (11) can be chosen to tend to zero sufficiently fast. More precisely we have .:,./"-.-
converges for all k€Z^. and, if its sum is denoted by a^(^), then
for some constant B' depending only on B . where the sum is taken over all r E Z^ with 0 < r, < M, for each /. In particular
where G is defined by
The proof of assertions (16) and (17) will require a couple of lemmas. (iii) Let F &6? defined by [-v(k\) . 
(--v(n\)-k(------),-k{------))
